
Could There Be A Hole In Type Ia Supernovae?Daniel Kasen, Peter Nugent, R.C. Thomas & Lifan WangLawrene Berkeley National Laboratory, M.S. 50-F, 1 Cylotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720e-mail: dnkasen�panisse.LBL.govABSTRACTIn the favored progenitor senario, Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) arise from awhite dwarf areting material from a non-degenerate ompanion star. Soon af-ter the white dwarf explodes, the ejeted supernova material engulfs the ompan-ion star; two-dimensional hydrodynamial simulations by Marietta et al. (2000)show that, in the interation, the ompanion star arves out a onial hole ofopening angle 30Æ-40Æ in the supernova ejeta. In this paper we use multi-dimensional Monte Carlo radiative transfer alulations to explore the observ-able onsequenes of an ejeta-hole asymmetry. We alulate the variation ofthe spetrum, luminosity, and polarization with viewing angle for the aspherialsupernova near maximum light. We �nd that the supernova looks normal fromalmost all viewing angles exept when one looks almost diretly down the hole.In the latter ase, one sees into the deeper, hotter layers of ejeta. The supernovais relatively brighter and has a peuliar spetrum haraterized by more highlyionized speies, weaker absorption features, and lower absorption veloities. Thespetrum viewed down the hole is omparable to the lass of SN 1991T-like su-pernovae. We onsider how the ejeta-hole asymmetry may explain the urrentspetropolarimetri observations of SNe Ia, and suggest a few observational sig-natures of the geometry. Finally, we disuss the variety urrently seen in observedSNe Ia and how an ejeta-hole asymmetry may �t in as one of several possiblesoures of diversity. 1. Introdution1.1. Asymmetry of Type Ia SupernovaeSome Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are known to be aspherial; diret evidene forthis omes from optial spetropolarimetri observations. Beause a spherially symmetri



{ 2 {system has no preferred diretion, the polarization integrated over the projeted super-nova surfae anels { detetion of a non-zero intrinsi polarization demands some degree ofasymmetry. The measured intrinsi polarization of SNe Ia is relatively small, but ertainlydeteted in a few ases. Pre-maximum observations of the normal Type Ia SN 2001el us-ing the ESO Very Large Telesope found an intrinsi polarization level of � 0:3%, whihdereased at later epohs (Wang et al. 2003; Kasen et al. 2003a). Intrinsi polarization of� 0:7% was also measured for the underluminous and spetrosopially peuliar SN 1999by(Howell et al. 2001).The geometry of SNe Ia must be losely tied to the supernova explosion physis andprogenitor system, both of whih are still under debate. But little is known about the shapeof the ejeta. For both SN 1999by and SN 2001el we do know that the bulk of the ejetaobeyed a nearly axial symmetry. This is beause in both ases, after subtration of theinterstellar polarization, the polarization angle was fairly onstant over the entire spetralrange (with the exeption of an unusual high-veloity alium feature in SN 2001el). Mosttheoretial attempts at modeling the spetropolarimetry have so far assumed the ejeta wasellipsoidal (Howell et al. 2001; Wang et al. 1997; Je�rey 1991; H�oih 1991). A shape likethis might arise, for example, in the explosion of a rapidly rotating progenitor star.Another potential ause of asymmetry in SNe Ia is the binary nature of the progenitorsystem. In the favored progenitor senario (the single-degenerate senario; see Branh et al.(1995) and referenes therein), SNe Ia arise from a white dwarf areting material from anon-degenerate ompanion star. The ompanion may be either a main sequene star, ared-giant, or a subgiant; as it is lose enough to be in Rohe-lobe overow, it subtends asubstantial solid angle from the perspetive of the white dwarf. The supernova explosionours when the white dwarf has areted enough matter that the densities and temperaturesat the enter are suÆient to ignite arbon, just below the Chandrasekhar limit. The ejetedsupernova material moves at a few perent of the speed of light and soon after the explosion(from minutes to hours) engulfs the ompanion star. In the impat it would not be surprisingif a substantial asymmetry was imprinted on the supernova ejeta.The ejeta-ompanion interation has been studied with two-dimensional hydrodynami-al models by Fryxell & Arnett (1981), Livne et al. (1992), and most reently and extensivelyby Marietta et al. (2000). These studies were primarily onerned with the fate of the om-panion star, in partiular how muh hydrogen gets stripped from its outer envelope. Strippedhydrogen may appear as narrow Balmer emission lines in the supernova spetrum, whih ifobserved might provide diret evidene of a binary progenitor system. With the advane ofspetropolarimetri observations, however, the nature of SN Ia aspheriity beomes anotherrelevant test of the single-degenerate progenitor senario. In their hydrodynamial models,



{ 3 {Marietta et al. (2000) �nd that the impat with the ompanion star arves out a onial holein the supernova ejeta. The opening angle of the hole is 30Æ-40Æ, and beause the ejeta ismoving supersonially, the authors laim that the hole does not lose with time. The �nalon�guration is axially symmetri, as was seen in the polarization observations of SN 2001el.In this paper we use multi-dimensional radiative transfer alulations to address thepossibility of SNe Ia having an ejeta hole asymmetry. We alulate the variation of thespetrum, luminosity, and polarization with viewing angle for the aspherial supernova nearmaximum light. In ontrast to the ellipsoidal models, the angular variations in an ejeta-hole geometry an be rather extreme, espeially when one looks near the hole itself. Thesevariations would neessarily introdue some diversity into the observed properties of SNe Ia.The question is: exatly what sort of diversity arises in the ejeta-hole geometry, and doesthis �t in with the diversity already known to exist in SNe Ia?While SNe Ia are onsidered to be a rather homogeneous lass of objets, they do showsome variety in their spetral and photometri properties. The observed peak magnitudesof SNe Ia vary by � 0:3 mag, and the brightness is found to orrelate with the width ofthe light urve (Phillips 1993). The spetra of SNe Ia an be lassi�ed as either normal orpeuliar (Branh et al. 1993). The peuliar spetra have feature strengths at maximum lightthat di�er from \normal" ases (suh as SN 1981B), and are usually subdivided into twolasses: SN 1991bg-like supernovae have a broad Ti II absorption trough not seen in thenormals (Filippenko et al. 1992a); SN 1991T-like supernovae have weak or absent featuresfrom singly ionized speies but notieable Fe III lines (Filippenko et al. 1992b; Phillips et al.1992; Je�ery et al. 1992). Not all supernovae �t leanly into the lassi�ation sheme. In itspre-maximum spetra, SN 1999aa resembled SN 1991T, but by maximum light it had begunto look muh more normal, with Si II and Ca II lines that were stronger than SN 1991T butweaker than normal (Li et al. 2001b). As suh SN 1999aa is onsidered by some to be anintermediate link between the normal and the SN 1991T-like supernovae. Other observationshave unovered singular objets like SN 2000x (Li et al. 2001a) and SN 2002x (Li et al.2003), that while resembling SN 1991T in some ways (weak Si II, strong Fe III lines) showedother peuliarities that were unique. Additional spetral diversities inlude the abnormallyhigh photospheri veloities of SN 1984A (Branh 1987) and the detahed, high veloityfeatures seen in several supernovae (Hatano et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2003; Thomas et al.2003). The diversity of SNe Ia is thus multi-faeted, a point we return to in the onlusion.



{ 4 {2. The Ejeta-Hole Model2.1. Density and Composition StrutureThe ejeta model used in the alulations is based on the spherial W7 explosion model(Nomoto et al. 1984), whih has often been used in spherial radiative transfer alulationsto model the spetra of normal SNe Ia (Lentz et al. 2001; Je�ery et al. 1992; Nugent et al.1997). The omposition struture of W7 onsists of an inner 56Ni zone (3000 < v < 9000km s�1), a middle zone of intermediate mass elements (9000 km s�1< v < 15,000 km s�1)and an outer unburned region of arbon-oxygen rih material (v > 15; 000 km s�1). In ouralulations we found it neessary to make one adjustment to the ompositions; to reproduethe depth and width of the Ca II H&K feature in a normal SN Ia, we needed to inreasethe alium abundane by a fator of 10 in the outer C-O region. The diÆulty W7 has in�tting the Ca II H&K feature has already been noted by Lentz et al. (2001) in the ontextof detailed NLTE models. The lak of burned material above 15,000 km s�1 may indiate aweakness of the parameterized deagration explosion model used.To introdue an ejeta hole into the spherial model, we desribe the density strutureby an analyti funtion that in the radial diretion well reprodues W7:�(v; �) = �0 exp(�v=ve)F (�) (1)where ve = 2; 500 km s�1 and �0 is set by the ondition that total mass of the ejeta equalsa Chandrasekhar mass. F (�) is an angular density variation funtion whih would equalone in a spherial model. For the ejeta-hole model, we use a onstruted funtion whihresembles the struture seen in the interation models of Marietta et al. (2000). The onialhole has a half opening angle of �H = 40Æ and the density in the hole is a fator fH = 0:05less then the surrounding material. The material that is displaed from the hole gets piledup into a density peak just outside the hole edge, with angular size �P = 20Æ. The funtioninvented to reprodue these features is:F (�) = fH + (1� fH)� xn1 + xn��1 + Ae�(���H�P )2� (2)where x = 1� ��H (3)where � = os � and n = 8. The onstant A is set by the ondition that the mass within ashell is equal to that in the spherial model (i.e the integral of F (�) over solid angle is equalto 4�). The density struture is shown in Figure 1.



{ 5 {This analyti funtion does not apture all the omplexity present in a hydrodynamialmodel; for example, Marietta et al. (2000) point out that the opening angle of the hole isslightly smaller at high veloities than low veloities (� 30Æ � 35Æ as opposed to 40Æ). Ofourse, the bene�t of using a simple analyti funtion is that it isolates the essential geomet-rial onsequenes of a hole asymmetry; in addition it allows us to test in a parameterizedway how varying the ejeta hole struture a�ets the observable signatures. One the gen-eral ideas are understood, one an perform more spei� alulations using hydrodynamialmodels spanning a wide range of initial progenitor onditions.In the ejeta/ompanion interation, as muh as 0.1-0.5 M� of hydrogen rih materialan be stripped and ejeted from the ompanion star (Wheeler et al. 1975; Marietta et al.2000). This material is not inluded in our alulations. The vast majority of the strippedmaterial has low veloity (v < 1000 km s�1) and sits at the enter of the ejeta, where it willnot a�et the spetrum or polarization near maximum light. A small amount of strippedmaterial may be ejeted at high veloities and ould be related to the high-veloity spetralfeatures seen, for example, in SN 2001el and SN 2000x. Both Branh et al. (2003) andThomas et al. (2003) have suggested an identi�ation of high-veloity H� in SN 2000x,whih if orret would strongly suggest that the material was assoiated with the ompanionin some way. While not addressed in this paper, the observable onsequenes of the strippedmaterial should be explored further with multi-dimensional transfer alulations that inludea NLTE treatment of hydrogen.2.2. Monte Carlo CodeOur alulations are arried out with a Monte-Carlo (MC) radiative transfer ode, de-sribed in detail in Kasen et al. (2003b). The ode applies priniples desribed in, e.g. Luy(1999); Mazzali & Luy (1993); Code & Whitney (1995). In the MC approah, photonpakets are emitted from within the supernova envelope and traked through randomizedsatterings and absorptions until they esape the atmosphere. Eah paket is of a spei�wavelength and ontains a Stokes vetor whih desribes its polarization state. All pak-ets esaping in a ertain diretion are olleted to onstrut the spetrum and polarizationof the supernova from that viewing angle. Our alulations use 100 angular bins, equallyspaed in os �, to ollet esaping photon pakets. While the ode an handle arbitrarythree-dimensional (3-D) geometries, for the axially-symmetri models of this paper we use atwo-dimensional (2-D) Cartesian grid of 104 ells to represent the supernova atmosphere.One important issue in multidimensional MC transfer is where to plae the emissionsoure of photon pakets. While most MC alulations emit pakets from a spherial inner



{ 6 {boundary surfae (the inner `light bulb"), in an ejeta-hole model suh an approah wouldprovide a poor representation of the geometry. Therefore we have developed an integratedmulti-dimensional gamma ray transfer MC to determine exatly where radioative energyfrom deaying 56Ni and 56Co is deposited in the supernova envelope (see x 3.1). The optialphoton pakets are then emitted from individual ells throughout the atmosphere, propor-tional to the loal instantaneous energy deposition rate. There is no inner boundary surfae,and photons are allowed to propagate throughout the entire supernova envelope, inludingthe optially thik enter. Overall, this approah is likely a good approximation to the a-tual onditions in SNe Ia, as the luminosity at maximum light is dominated by radioativeenergy deposition. However a proper treatment would also take into aount di�usive energystored in the supernova envelope by solving the full time-dependent radiative-hydrodynamisproblem.The opaities used in the alulation are eletron sattering and bound-bound transi-tions; we ignore bound-free and free-free opaities as these are muh less important in SN Iaatmospheres (Pinto & Eastman 2000b). Exitation and ionization are omputed assum-ing LTE, where the temperature struture of the atmosphere is determined self-onsistentlyusing an iterative approah whih imposes radiative-equilibrium. Line proesses inludedare absorption and sattering, aording to a two level atom with thermalization parameter� = 0:05 (Nugent et al. 1997). Beause the detailed NLTE soure funtion of the materialis not alulated, pakets are initially emitted aording to a blakbody distribution withharateristi temperature Tbb. We hoose Tbb so as to reprodue the ontinuum in the redend of the observed spetrum; the blue end of the spetrum shows very little dependene onTbb, as pakets with � . 6000 �A are absorbed and re-emitted in lines. The photon paketsare initially emitted unpolarized but aquire polarization by eletron sattering. Line sat-tered light is assumed to be unpolarized due to omplete redistribution, as in the models ofH�oih et al. (1996), Howell et al. (2001), and Kasen et al. (2003a).3. ResultsWe have omputed the gamma-ray deposition, optial spetrum, relative luminosity andpolarization of the ejeta hole model near maximum light (20 days after the explosion) as afuntion of the viewing angle �. Beause the urrent Monte Carlo ode is not time-dependent,we leave for future work the e�et on the asymmetry on the light urve. For the maximumlight model, the total luminosity used is L = 1:4� 1043 ergs and the emission temperatureTbb = 11; 000 K. We disuss the various results in turn.



{ 7 {3.1. Gamma Ray DepositionIn the W7 explosion models, � 0:6M� of radioative 56Ni is synthesized and will powerthe supernova luminosity. The majority of the deay energy from 56Ni and its daughter56Co is released as gamma rays, whih deposit their energy in the supernova ejeta primarilythrough Compton sattering. It takes only a few Compton satterings for a gamma rayto give up the majority of its energy to fast eletrons, whih are in turn assumed to bethermalized loally. We ompute the gamma ray energy deposition with a MC transferroutine that inludes Compton and photo-eletri opaities and also produes gamma rayspetra.In a spherial SN Ia model, the gamma ray trapping is very e�etive at maximum light.In the inner 56Ni zone, the mean free path to Compton sattering is only �300 km s�1 andso gamma rays deposit energy nearly oinident to where they are reated; only about 4%of the gamma ray energy esapes the atmosphere. Inside an ejeta hole, on the other hand,the mean free path is 20 times greater due to the lower density. Gamma rays generated inthe hole an therefore esape the atmosphere, at least those that are emitted in the outwarddiretion. This energy loss is not very signi�ant, however, as the hole is largely evauatedand ontains less then 1% of the total 56Ni mass. The material that has been displaed fromthe hole (ontaining �11% of the total 56Ni mass) is piled up around the hole edge, wherethe density is high, and the gamma ray trapping is even more eÆient than in a spherialmodel. Thus we �nd the perhaps unexpeted result that the ejeta hole atually slightlyenhanes the gamma ray trapping at maximum light, from 96% to 97%.Using Arnett's law as a rough rule of thumb (Arnett 1982), the luminosity of a SN Ia atmaximum light should be omparable to the instantaneous rate of energy deposition. Onetherefore expets that in the ejeta-hole model the total luminosity at peak will be lose to(perhaps slightly greater than) a spherial model. In other words, although the aspherialsupernova will appear signi�antly dimmer or brighter depending upon the viewing angle(as we will see in x 3.4), the spei� luminosity integrated over all viewing angles will not beentirely di�erent from the spherial ase. However, time-dependent alulations are neededto properly address this question, and so we leave it for future work.3.2. The P-Cygni Pro�leLine opaity in a spherial, expanding SN atmosphere gives rise to the well known P-Cygni pro�le { i.e. a blueshifted absorption trough with a redshifted emission peak. Anejeta-hole asymmetry dramatially alters the line pro�le from some lines of sight, as shown



{ 8 {in Figure 2. The major e�ets are readily apparent: in the typial P-Cygni formation,material in front of the photosphere obsures the light below and gives rise to the blueshiftedabsorption feature. When one looks down the ejeta hole (� < �H), the density of thisobsuring material is muh lower and the line absorption features are thus muh weaker.There is little hange, however, in the redshifted emission omponent. Thomas et al. (2002)have pointed out that asymmetries have the most dramati e�et on absorption features, asthe absorption depth is related diretly to how muh of the photosphere is overed by lineopaity.As one looks away from the hole, the line absorption depth inreases rapidly, until for� > �H the depth is equal to that of the spherial model. For side-on views (� � 90Æ), thehole is in the emission region { beause some emitting material is then laking one expetsthe P-Cygni emission feature to be depressed near the line wavelength enter. The missingmaterial, however, amounts to only 11% of the total emitting area, so the e�et is hardlynotieable. For � > �H , the line pro�le hanges very little with viewing angle.The minima of the absorption features are also less blueshifted when viewed down thehole, by about 2000-3000 km s�1. This is beause the hole allows one to see relatively deeperinto the ejeta. In a spherial model, P-Cygni features are formed primarily by material at orabove the supernova photosphere, while layers below will not be visible until the expandingsupernova thins out and the photosphere reedes. For views down the ejeta hole, however,the eletron sattering photosphere has an odd shape, resembling the onial hole of Figure 1.As radiation streams radially out the hole, absorption features are aused by relatively deeperlayers of ejeta. This deeper material will tend to be hotter, more ionized and perhaps of adi�erent omposition than the material in the outer layers. One therefore expets that thefeatures of more highly ionized speies will be relatively more prominent when the supernovais viewed down the hole. The exat line strengths depend, of ourse, upon the temperatureand ionization struture in the 2-D atmosphere, whih is alulated self-onsistently in LTEin our models. 3.3. Spetrum Near Maximum LightIn sum, the spetrum in the ejeta-hole model will look the same as in a spherial modelfor all lines of sight exept when one looks almost diretly down the hole (� < �H). In thelatter ase, one sees a peuliar spetrum haraterized by more highly ionized speies, weakerabsorption features, and lower absorption veloities. We show the variation of the maximumlight spetrum with viewing angle in Figure 3. Notie in partiular the dramati e�et thehole has on the Si II and Ca II features, the iron blend near 5000 �A, and the UV region of



{ 9 {the spetrum (� < 3500 �A).Figure 4 ompares the model spetra to two well known SNe Ia. The view away fromthe hole (� = 90Æ) resembles the normal Type Ia SN 1981B. The model reprodues mostof the major spetral features, although there are a few disrepanies. The most obvious isthat the ux peak near 3500 �A is muh to large in the model. Beause the opaity at thiswavelength is largely due to Co II lines, models whih mix some 56Ni out to higher veloitiesan suppress the peak (see Branh et al. (1985); Je�ery et al. (1992)). The poor math isalso likely in a part due to the approximate treatment of wavelength redistribution in ouralulations (a onstant � = 0:05, two level atom).The spetrum down the hole (� = 0Æ) is learly very di�erent than a normal SN Ia. Weompare it to the peuliar SN 1991T, whih it resembles in the following ways: (1) the Si IIabsorption near 6150 �A is weak and has an unusually low veloity (v � 10; 000 km s�1); inaddition, the Si II absorption at 4000 �A is absent. (2) The Ca II H&K feature is weak andshows a \split" into two lines (due to Ca II H&K and Si II �3858; Nugent et al. (1997)); inaddition, the Ca II IR triplet absorption is absent. (3) In the iron blend near 5000 �A, thebroad Fe II absorption is weak while the sharper Fe III feature to the red is prominent. (4)The ultraviolet portion of the spetrum (2500 �A< � < 3500 �A) is muh brighter down thehole, due to the dereased line bloking.For now, the omparison of Figure 4 is meant only to illustrate that the spetrumemanating from the hole would be ategorized as having so-alled SN 1991T-like peuliarities.What onnetion, if any, the hole asymmetry may have to SN 1991T itself will be disussedfurther in the onlusion. Note that there are also apparent di�erenes between SN 1991Tand the model, among them: (1) The S II \W-feature" near 5500 �A is weak but visible in themodel, whereas no lear feature is seen in SN 1991T; (2) The model has too muh emissionin the Si II 6150 and Ca II IR triplet features. (3) The veloities of the Fe III lines are toolow in the model, by about 2000 km s�1. The Fe III lines are forming just at the edge ofthe exposed iron/nikel ore, so an explosion model that had a slightly larger 56Ni zone thanW7 might provide a better math SN 1991T.As an be seen in Figure 3, the spetrum hanges ontinuously from peuliar to normalas the viewing angle is inreased from zero. Some degree of peuliarity is seen for � < �H ,but the further the viewing angle is from 0Æ, the less intense the peuliarities. For a viewingangle of �H � 30Æ, for instane, the depths of the Si II and Ca II features are about halfthat of the normal ase, and the iron blend near 5000 �A is dominated by Fe II rather thanFe III. One might rather ompare the model from this viewing angle to SN 1999aa, whihnear maximum light was in many ways intermediate between SN 1991T and a normal SN Ia.



{ 10 {We have also experimented with varying the density struture of the ejeta hole. As anbe expeted, inreasing the density in the hole or dereasing the hole opening angle tamesthe asymmetry and produes spetra with less intense peuliarities. A slight modi�ation ofthese parameters (e.g dereasing �H to 35Æ or doubling fH to 0.1) has little e�et on the uxspetra. However, if the hole opening angle is redued below �H . 20Æ or the relative densityin the hole inreased above fH & 0:3, the spetral peuliarities begin to disappear and thespetrum shows very little variation with viewing angle. In the hydrodynamial models ofMarietta et al. (2000), the hole opening angle is 40Æ in the low veloity layers, and 30Æ� 35Æin the outer high-veloity layers, depending upon the nature of the ompanion star. Thehole used in Figures 3 and 4 (�H = 40Æ in all layers) thus represents the extreme end of whatone might expet from their alulations.3.4. Peak MagnitudesIn the ejeta-hole model, the observed luminosity depends upon the viewing angle (Fig-ure 5). When viewed down the hole, the supernova is brighter by up to 0.25 mag in B. Thisis beause photons more readily esape out the hole due to the lower opaities. On the otherhand, the supernova is dimmer than average when viewed from the side (� � 90Æ) beausefrom this angle the supernova is laking a \wedge" of sattering material (see Figure 8a).Radiation that would normally have been sattered into the 90Æ view now ows straight outthe hole and goes into making the view down the hole brighter.It is widely believed that observed SN 1991T-like supernovae are in general overlumi-nous, although the degree and regularity of this overluminosity an be questioned (Sahaet al. 2001). While Figure 5 suggests a similar relationship, keep in mind that the totalluminosity is a �xed parameter in this alulation { the �gure only shows how this �xedluminosity gets distributed among the various viewing angles. In general, one expets thetotal luminosity to depend predominately on the amount of 56Ni synthesized in the explosion,whih will vary from supernova to supernova. If a ertain SN Ia has a very small 56Ni mass,for example, then although the view down the hole is the brightest of all possible viewingangles, the supernova would still appear underluminous ompared to a SN Ia with normal56Ni prodution.The total dispersion about the mean in the ejeta hole model is � 0:1 mag in V andR, and somewhat larger in B (� 0:2 mag) as a result of the B-band's greater sensitivityto line opaity. The observed dispersion in SNe Ia peak magnitudes is around 0.3 magin the B-band, and the brightness is found to orrelate with the width of the light urve(Phillips 1993). These variations are believed to be largely the result of varying amounts



{ 11 {of 56Ni synthesized in the explosion. After orretion for the width-luminosity relation anddust extintion (using the B-V olor), the observed dispersion is redued to � 0:15�0:2 mag(Hamuy et al. 1996). Some of this so-alled intrinsi dispersion is likely due to an asymmetryof some sort; Figure 5 suggests that in the partiular ase of an ejeta-hole geometry, theasymmetry may in fat be the dominant e�et. Note, however, that in the model the B-Volor roughly orrelates with peak magnitude { thus orreting for dust extintion with a B-V olor will tend to orret for the asymmetry also. The angular variation of the luminosityis also sensitive to the details of the hole struture { dereasing the hole size to �H = 30Æ,for example, dereases the B-band dispersion to �0.1 mag.3.5. Continuum PolarizationThe polarization is the most diret indiation of asymmetry in the ejeta. Beausea spherially symmetri atmosphere has no preferred diretion, the polarization integratedover the projeted supernova surfae must anel. In an axially-symmetri geometry, thenet polarization an be non-zero and will align either parallel or perpendiular to the axis ofsymmetry. We use the onvention that positive (negative) polarization designates a polariza-tion oriented parallel (perpendiular) to the axis of symmetry. SN 2001el had a well-de�nedpolarization angle over most of the spetral features, whih indiates that the bulk of theejeta obeyed a near axial symmetry (in addition, SN 2001el showed an unusual high velo-ity Ca II IR triple feature with a distint polarization angle, orresponding to a detahed\lump" of material that deviated from the dominant axis of symmetry(Kasen et al. 2003a)).Light beomes polarized in supernova atmospheres due to eletron sattering; othersoures of opaity, suh as bound-bound line transitions, are usually onsidered to be de-polarizing. We de�ne the ontinuum polarization as the polarization omputed using onlyeletron sattering opaity { this is most losely realized in the red end of a supernova spe-trum (say near 7000 �A), where there is not muh line opaity. However this may not bethe maximum polarization level in the spetrum, as line opaity may partially obsure theunderlying photosphere and lead to a less e�etive anellation of the polarization in theline features (see x 3.6 and Kasen et al. (2003a)). H�oih (1991) omputes the ontinuumpolarization in ellipsoidal and other axially symmetri geometries.Figure 6 shows the ontinuum polarization of the ejeta-hole model as a funtion ofviewing angle. When viewed diretly down the hole (� = 0Æ) the projetion of the supernovaatmosphere is irularly symmetri and the polarization anels. As the viewing angle isinlined, the polarization inreases, reahing a maximum when the supernova is viewednearly side-on (� � 90Æ). The origin of the non-zero polarization is lear from Figure 8a.



{ 12 {At inlinations near 90Æ, the hole removes a \wedge" of satterers from the top of theatmosphere, whih dereases the horizontally polarized ux oming from this region. Thevertially polarized ux thus exeeds the horizontal; the net polarization is non-zero andaligned with the symmetry axis of the system (positive aording to our onvention).To determine the level of intrinsi ontinuum polarization in observed supernova, onemust wrestle with the issue of subtrating the interstellar polarization (Howell et al. 2001;Leonard et al. 2000). One this is done, the observed levels are found to be rather small: thepolarization of SN 2001el was �0.3%; the polarization of the subluminous SN 1999by� 0:7%.For several other SNe Ia, no polarization signal was deteted, but upper limits of 0.3-0.5%an be derived (Wang et al. 1996a,b). In the ejeta-hole model, the ontinuum polarizationan be as large as 0.8%, while the polarization at the line features an be even larger (seenext setion). The hole asymmetry therefore produes polarization levels in the right range,though perhaps generally too high ompared to the urrent published observations.The polarization in the ejeta-hole model, however, is rather sensitive to the size anddensity of the hole. To demonstrate this we have over-plotted in Figure 6 the ontinuumpolarization of a model with a smaller opening angle (�H = 30Æ). This tames the asymmetryand derease the ontinuum polarization by more than a fator of two. If the hole size isdereased further to �H < 20Æ, the ontinuum polarization level is uninterestingly small (.0:1%) from all inlinations. Figure 7 shows that the polarization also dereases as the relativedensity in the hole is inreased, beoming uninterestingly small for fH > 0:5. Thus the exatpolarization level will depend upon the hole struture, whih in turn depends upon the detailsof the progenitor system and hydrodynamis. In general, the more extreme the asymmetryof the hole (i.e. the larger and more evauated it is) the higher the average polarization level.A larger sample of SNe Ia spetropolarimetry ould therefore put onstraints on the size ofa putative hole. Current observations may already onstrain the hole to have �H . 40Æ.One orrelation to keep in mind is that the ontinuum polarization is always relativelysmall (. 0:1%) for views near the hole where the spetrum looks peuliar. For views awayfrom the hole, the ontinuum polarization may be either small or large. However the ontin-uum polarization is not the whole story and as we see in the next setion, the polarizationover the line features an be substantial even for � < �H .3.6. Polarization SpetrumThe ontinuum polarization level atually provides very little information as to the na-ture of the ejeta asymmetry, as very di�erent on�gurations an give the same numerial



{ 13 {value. Line features in the polarization spetrum, on the other hand, ontain more potentialinformation about the spei� geometry. We �nd that the ejeta-hole model has spetropo-larimetri signatures that distinguish it from, for example, an ellipsoidal geometry.The polarization spetrum in the ellipsoidal geometry has been studied in detail (Je�rey1989; H�oih et al. 1996). In ellipsoidal models, the polarization level generally inreases fromblue to red due to the greater amount of depolarizing line opaity in the blue. Individuallines reate \inverted P-Cygni" pro�les in the polarization spetrum, i.e. a blueshiftedpolarization peak with a redshifted depolarization trough. The blueshifted peak is a resultof the line opaity preferentially bloking the lowly polarized entral photospheri light, whilethe redshifted trough is the result of unpolarized line emission light diluting the ontinuumpolarization. The polarized line pro�les look fairly similar from all viewing angles.The line polarization pro�le in the ejeta-hole model shows an interesting variation withinlination (Figure 9). For views far enough away from the hole (� & 80Æ), the pro�le isan inverted P-Cygni, just as in an ellipsoidal model, and for essentially the same reason.For views loser to the hole, however, the blueshifted line absorption gives rise to a largepolarization peak (reall the negative sign indiates that the polarization diretion is perpen-diular to the symmetry axis of the system). Figure 8b helps explain the origin of the peak.From viewing angles near the hole axis, the projeted eletron sattering medium is fairlysymmetri and the ontinuum polarization integrated over the ejeta surfae nearly anels.The line opaity, however, only partially obsures the underlying light. Beause of the hole,horizontally polarized ux from the top of the atmosphere is relatively unobsured, whereasthe vertially polarized light from the sides of the atmosphere is e�etively sreened by theline. The polarization over the line therefore does not anel, but will be large and orientedperpendiular to the axis of symmetry (negative aording to our onvention). Note that ifthe hole opening angle is narrowed to � = 30Æ, the line is even more e�etive in sreening o�all but the horizontally polarized light. The line polarization peak is therefore larger. Thuswhile the ontinuum polarization dereases with dereasing hole size, the line polarizationfrom ertain viewing angles will be relatively large (& 1:0%) regardless of how big the holeis. Figure 10 shows the entire ejeta-hole polarization spetrum from two lines of sight.For a view near the hole (� = 20Æ) the spetrum is \line peak-dominated" { the ontinuumpolarization is rather low, but large polarization peaks are assoiated with the blueshiftedline absorption features (in partiular the Si II 6150 feature and the Ca II IR triplet).This spetrum is qualitatively di�erent than what is expeted in an ellipsoidal geometry.For views away from the hole (� = 90Æ), on the other hand, the polarization spetrumwould be very hard to distinguish from the ellipsoidal ase. The level of polarization rises



{ 14 {from blue to red and the line features due to Si II 6150 feature and Ca II IR triplet havethe \inverted P-Cygni" pro�le. The shape of the polarization spetrum from these anglesresembles SN 2001el, although the polarization level is too high unless � & 110Æ, or the holeopening angle is redued.To disriminate between di�erent geometries, a larger sample of polarization spetra isneeded. If the asymmetry in SNe Ia is an ejeta hole, we would expet to see somethinglike a line peak dominated polarization spetrum for 10Æ . � . 60Æ, or about 25% ofthe time. Suh a polarization spetrum has not been observed as yet, but the numberof published spetropolarimetri observations is still relatively small. Unertainty in theinterstellar polarization may make it diÆult to identify the peaks, for if the zeropointof the intrinsi supernova polarization is unknown, it will be unlear whether features inthe polarization spetrum are peaks or troughs. Therefore multi-epoh spetropolarimetriobservations are neessary to help pin down the interstellar omponent. Of ourse, observinga line peak dominated polarization spetrum may not uniquely impliate an ejeta hole, aslarge line peaks ould potentially our in other geometries so far unexplored.4. Conlusions4.1. Asymmetry and Diversity in SNe IaDespite the seemingly extreme nature of an ejeta-hole asymmetry, we �nd that thegeometry is atually onsistent with what is urrently known about SNe Ia, at least for theobservables we have alulated. The variation of the peak magnitude with viewing angle is� 0:2 mag in B, omparable to the intrinsi dispersion of SNe Ia, and the level of polarizationin the range observed (0�0:8%). The spetrum of the supernova looks peuliar when viewednear the hole, but this peuliarity may �t in with the spetral diversity already known to existin SNe Ia. In addition, the polarization spetrum from some lines of sight is a qualitativemath to that of SN 2001el.An ejeta-hole asymmetry ould therefore be one soure of diversity in SNe Ia, but ofourse not the only one. The primary soure of diversity in SNe Ia is thought to be due tovariations in the amount of 56Ni produed in the explosion. Beause SNe Ia are powered bythe radioative deay of 56Ni and its daughter 56Co, di�erent 56Ni prodution an explainthe variety in SN Ia peak magnitudes. Greater 56Ni masses may lead to higher atmospheritemperatures and higher e�etive opaities, whih may explain why brighter SNe Ia havebroader light urves (Hoih et al. 1995; Pinto & Eastman 2000a; Nugent et al. 1997).It has often been thought that the spetrosopi diversity of SNe Ia �ts into the same



{ 15 {one-parameter 56Ni sequene (Nugent et al. 1995). In this piture, SN 1991T-like supernovaeoupy the overluminous end of the sequene, where the larger 56Ni mass leads to higher en-velope temperatures and a higher ionization fration. This may explain the peuliar spetralappearane (Mazzali et al. 1995; Je�ery et al. 1992). As the models in this paper show, thereould be a seond, physially very di�erent route to the same sort of spetral peuliarities{ one ould be peering down an ejeta hole. In this ase, a high temperature e�et and ahole asymmetry may both be ontributing to the sample of SN 1991T-like supernovae. Inthe ejeta-hole model, the spetrum shows some level of peuliarity for � . �H or about12% of the time, although the peuliarities will only be very intense for views more diretlydown the hole (� . �H=2 or � 3% of the time). The observed rate of SN 1991T-like super-novae is � 3 � 5% in the samples of both Branh (2001) and Li et al. (2001b); the rate ofSN 1991T/SN 1999aa-like supernovae is 20%�7% in the Li et al. (2001b) sample. Thereforeit is possible that a substantial perentage of these peuliar supernovae ould be the resultof an ejeta-hole asymmetry.In this paper we have hosen to ompare the spetra emanating from the hole withSN 1991T only beause it is the well-known prototype of a ertain kind of spetral peuliarity.Whether SN 1991T itself was the result of looking down an ejeta hole is debatable. Initialestimates suggested that SN 1991T was as muh as 0.7-0.8 magnitudes brighter in B thannormal, whih is too muh to be explained by the asymmetry alone (Fisher et al. 1999).More reent Cepheid measurements of the distane to the host galaxy, however, show thatSN 1991T was not really muh brighter than a normal SN Ia. (Saha et al. 2001) �nd amoderate overluminosity of 0.3 mag, although a value as high 0.6 mag annot be ruledout due to large unertainty in the dust extintion. This lower value for the brightness ofSN 1991T alls into question whether the peuliar spetral appearane an still be explainedalone by high envelope temperatures due to a larger 56Ni mass.SN 1991T also had a rather broad light urve (�M15= 0.95 � 0.05; Phillips et al.(1999)), whih is often taken as an indiation of a large 56Ni mass. Beause we have notyet omputed time-dependent models, we do not know exatly what e�et an ejeta holeasymmetry will have on the light urve. Beause the hole ats as an energy leak, it probablylowers the net di�usion time, and we expet that the integrated light urve (i.e that summedover all viewing angles) will be narrower in a ejeta-hole model than a spherial model. Butthe real question relevant to SN 1991T is not how the integrated light urve ompares to aspherial model, but whether the light urve viewed down the hole is broader or narrowerthan that from other viewing angles. In other words we need to know how Figure 5 { thedistribution of the total luminosity among viewing angles { varies with time. This is morediÆult to intuit, beause as the ejeta thins out and the asymmetry and opaities evolvewith time, it is hard to say o�-hand whether it will beome more or less easy for photons to



{ 16 {preferentially esape out the hole. We leave the question for future work.In any ase, although the prototype SN 1991T did have a broad light urve, it is notlear whether a general orrelation between light urve width and SN 1991T-like spetralpeuliarities even exists (Howell 2003). Several SNe Ia have similar or broader light urves,and yet the spetrum is apparently normal { at least eight suh supernovae with �M15< 1:0are listed in Phillips et al. (1999), for example SN 1992b (�M15= 0.87� 0.05) and SN 1994ae(�M15= 0.86 � 0.05). SN 2001ay also had a normal spetrum but an exeptionally broadlight urve (�M15= 0.6-0.7; Phillips et al. (2003)). Among the supernovae with SN 1991T-like spetral peuliarities, there also appears to be diversity. SN 1997br had a moderatelybroad light urve (�M15= 1:00 � 0:15; Li et al. (1999)), but the light urve of SN 2002xwas on the narrow side (�M15= 1:30 � 0:09; Li et al. (2003)). In another SN 1991T-likesupernova the B-band light urve was lopsided { SN 2000x brightened muh faster thanSN 1991T (resembling the rise of the normal SN 1994D) but the deline was slow (�M15=0.93 � 0.04; Li et al. (2001a)). The examples make it lear that the onnetion betweenlight-urve width and SN 1991T-like spetral peuliarities remains vague, and that morethan one parameter of diversity needs to be identi�ed.The nebular spetra of SN 1991T may also suggest a large 56Ni prodution. In thelate time spetra, the iron emission lines of SN 1991T have larger veloity widths than inmost SNe Ia (Mazzali et al. 1998). Assuming the late time ionization/exitation onditionsare similar in all SNe Ia, this implies that the nikel/iron ore in SN 1991T is larger thannormal. Confusing this onlusion, however, is the fat pointed out by Hatano et al. (2002)that the Si II veloities in the post maximum spetra are among the lowest of all SNe Ia.If SN 1991T really did have a large inner 56Ni zone, one naively expets the zone of silionand other intermediate mass elements to our at espeially high veloities (as for instanein the delayed detonation models of e.g. H�oih et al. (2002)). To aount for the low Si IIveloities, some have invoked a late-detonation model for SN 1991T, whih produes a layerof intermediate mass elements sandwihed between two nikel zones (Yamaoka et al. 1992;Ruiz-Lapuente et al. 1992). Of ourse a lower Si II veloity is also naturally expeted if oneis looking down an ejeta hole.It is possible that SN 1991T did have a relatively large 56Ni mass, rather than (orperhaps in addition to) being viewed down the ejeta hole. However among other supernovaewith SN 1991T-like peuliarities there is a good deal of diversity, and the large 56Ni massexplanation will not apply in all ases. The most obvious ase in point is SN 2002x (Liet al. 2003). The spetrum of SN 2002x resembled SN 1991T in that Si II, S II, and Ca IIlines were weak, while Fe III was prominent, but the supernova was underluminous by � 2mag. The veloities of the absorption features were also unusually low (v � 7:000 km s�1)



{ 17 {(Branh 2003). The singularity of the supernova led Li et al. (2003) to onsider alternativeprogenitor systems, although they onlude that no existing theoretial model ould explainall the peuliarities. On the other hand, there is also the possibility that we are seeingmultiple hannels of diversity operating at one { one senario to entertain now is that weare looking down the ejeta hole of a \weak" supernova that produed a small mass of56Ni. Suh underluminous objets (e.g. SN 1991bg) typially have relatively low absorptionveloities (Turatto et al. 1996; Mazzali et al. 1997; Hatano et al. 2002) whih would befurther redued by looking down the hole. Despite the low luminosity, the spetrum mightstill appear hot and iron dominated if one is peering into the deeper layers, and (eventually)into the iron ore. Of ourse, the hane of seeing two distint soures of diversity operatingat one would be, like SN 2002x, a very rare ourrene.Whatever the �nal explanation for SN 2002x, its singularity highlights the fat thatthe diversity of SNe Ia is more ompliated than a one-parameter sequene based upon 56Ni.Beause several observations require us to identify additional soures of variation, an ejetahole beomes as an intriguing possibility to onsider. Whether or not a hole asymmetry isresponsible for some of what has been seen depends upon whether one aepts that (1) SNe Iaarise from a single-degenerate progenitor system and (2) that the simulations of Mariettaet al. (2000) are reliable in the sense that a hole is indeed formed and does not quikly losewith time. The latter of these should be tested with further hydrodynamial alulations. Ifthese two onditions are aepted, the impliation is that signs of an ejeta hole have alreadybeen seen in the polarization and SN 1991T-like spetral peuliarities of some SNe Ia.4.2. Observational Consequenes of an Ejeta HoleThe results of this paper suggest a few observational signatures of the ejeta-hole geom-etry. First, the ontinuum polarization should be low for views diretly down the hole, wherethe spetrum looks peuliar. However beause of the partial obsuration e�et, the polar-ization spetrum should show large line peaks for views just away the hole (10Æ < � < 60Æ),where the spetrum looks marginally peuliar or normal. For views from the side (� � 90Æ),a relatively high ontinuum polarization should be orrelated with a slightly dimmer super-nova with normal spetral features and inverted P-Cygni line polarization features. Anotherpossible signature of the ejeta hole is \lopsided" P-Cygni ux pro�les { the view down thehole weakens only the absorption, not the emission feature, so one ould look for a weak (orabsent) absorption assoiated with notieable emission. The easiest plae to look would bein the Si II 6150 and the Ca II IR triplet features of SN 1991T-like supernova. Unfortunatelythe relative strength of absorption to emission depends also on the line soure funtion,



{ 18 {whih is determined by the detailed exitation onditions in the atmosphere. In general,beause we reognize that an ejeta-hole asymmetry is only one of several possible souresof diversity in SNe Ia, it may be diÆult to isolate the geometrial e�ets from the othervariations that may be operating. The only hope is to ollet a large sample of supernovaewith well observed light urves, spetra and polarization, so that one might try to pull outthe di�erent trends.In our alulations we have used a parameterized hole (half opening angle 40Æ) in orderto explore the essential observable onsequenes of the geometry. The next step is to addressthe same questions using spei� hydrodynamial models representing a wide variety ofprogenitor on�gurations. The details of the progenitor system ould potentially a�et thesize and shape of the hole. Marietta et al. (2000) ompute interations using main sequene,subgiant and red giant ompanions and note that the variation in the hole asymmetry isnot large. This is beause in all ases the ompanion star is near enough to have undergoneRohe lobe overow and always oupies a similar solid angle (the red giant is farther awaybut physially larger than a main sequene ompanion whih is smaller but muh loser).However if the ratio of ompanion radius to separation distane is dereased for some reason,the size of the hole also dereases. A larger sample of spetropolarimetri observations willhelp determine if SNe Ia really do have an ejeta-hole geometry, and ould onstrain the holeopening angle if one exists. While a hole smaller than � < 20Æ has only minor e�ets on thespetrum, luminosity and ontinuum polarization, it will still reate substantial line peaksin the polarization spetrum when seen from some viewing angles. If suh signatures ofthe hole are not seen in future spetropolarimetri observations, this would have interestingonsequenes for the progenitors of SNe Ia, or the hydrodynamis of the ejeta/ompanioninteration.Finally, we mention that an asymmetry like an ejeta hole ould have a number of subtleonsequenes on the use of SNe Ia as standard andles for osmology. The asymmetry ausesa � 20% dispersion in observed SNe Ia peak magnitude. If the asymmetry is idential inall supernova, this dispersion behaves like a statistial error (although a non-gaussian one)and an be averaged out by observing enough objets. The averaging out is not ahieved,however, if one does not suÆiently sample every possible viewing angle, either beause notenough supernovae are observed, or beause those viewed down the hole are withheld from thesample due to onern over their spetral peuliarities. In addition, if the nature, degree,or frequeny of the asymmetry evolves with redshift (say beause of evolving progenitorpopulations) the peak magnitude of SNe Ia beomes a funtion of redshift. One might alsobe onerned that the signi�ant angular variation of the olors and spetrum may ompliateextintion and K-orretions. The errors inurred from all these and other related systematie�ets would be relatively small, but may need to be onsidered in the next generation of
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Fig. 1.| Density struture of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light (20 days afterexplosion).
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Fig. 2.| Flux pro�le of the Si II 6150 line (at maximum light) from various viewing angles(the view down the hole is the top-most spetrum). When viewed down the hole (� = 0Æ)the absorption trough is weaker and has a lower veloity by � 2; 500 km s�1. Silion is theonly speies inluded in this alulation.
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Fig. 3.| Spetrum of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light from various viewingangles (the view down the hole is the top-most spetrum). Some important line features arehighlighted.
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Fig. 4.| The maximum light spetra of the ejeta-hole model (thik red lines) from twodi�erent viewing angles are ompared to two observed SNe Ia (thin blak lines). Bottom:the view from the side (� = 90Æ) ompared to the normal SN 1981B. Top: the view downthe hole (� = 0Æ) ompared to the peuliar SN 1991T.
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Fig. 5.| Variation with viewing angle of the B, V , R and I-band magnitudes of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light. The magnitudes are plotted relative to the mean magnitudeaveraged over all viewing angles. The inset shows the variation of the B-V olor.
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Fig. 6.| Continuum polarization of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light as a funtionof viewing angle. The solid blak line is the model used throughout the paper, while the reddashed and blue dotted lines are models where the hole opening angle has been redued to30Æ and 20Æ respetively. The density of the hole is fH = 0:05 in all ases.
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Fig. 7.| Dependene of the ontinuum polarization on the ratio of the density in the holeto that of the surrounding atmosphere. The solid blak line is the model used throughoutthe paper (fH = 0:05), while the other lines show the e�et of an inreased relative densityin the hole.
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Fig. 8.| Shemati diagram whih helps explain the polarization in the ejeta hole model.(a) When viewed from the side (� � 90Æ) the top of the atmosphere is laking a wedgeof satterers. The vertially polarized ux thus exeeds the horizontal and the ontinuumpolarization is positive. (b) When viewed just o� the hole axis (� � 20Æ), the line opaityon the planar surfae orresponding to a ertain line of sight blueshift (shown in blak) onlypartially overs the photosphere. Beause of the hole, horizontally polarized ux from thetop of the atmosphere is relatively unobsured by the line and will ause the negativelypolarized line peaks.
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Fig. 9.| Flux and polarization pro�les of a single unblended line in the ejeta-hole geometryfrom various viewing angle. The polarization feature is a negative (i.e. horizontally polarized)peak for (10Æ < � < 60Æ) and an inverted P-Cygni for (� > 80Æ).
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Fig. 10.| Polarization spetrum of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light for twoviewing angles. We plot the absolute value of the polarization (solid lines), and for refereneoverlay the ux spetrum (dotted lines). The small sale wiggles in the polarization spetrumare Monte Carlo noise, whih inreases to the red due to the lower uxes. Top: for viewsaway from the hole (here � = 90Æ) the spetrum resembles that of an ellipsoidal geometrywith \inverted P-Cygni" line pro�les. Bottom: for views nearer the hole (here � = 20Æ),the spetrum is \peak-dominated" with a low ontinuum polarization but substantial linepeaks.


